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Abstract-Video information retrieval is one of the research 

areas for big image data. Key frame extraction point out 

main information in large video sequences. This paper 

proposes block based method using diagonal movement 

comparison techniques for video information retrieval 

system. Block based method divide each frames as eight rows 

and eight columns block and compare their features by 

moving diagonally on these blocks. This paper uses color 

moment features, color histogram feature and edge feature to 

find information shots. Key information is selected by 

analysis of these shots. Key information is on behalf of that 

video information. This system can support to user with 

compact, accurate and correct information. The performance 

comparison of block based method and diagonal block base 

method are presented in this paper. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In the world, information is used every field, every person, 

everywhere and every time. Information system support many 

areas of human life such as education, business, health, 

political and defense. All information represents difference 

ways such as song, image, text, videos, and so on. All 

information flow one place to another and one person to other 

person every time.  So, information extraction system is very 

important and that is serious for image processing. 

Information extraction system needs to have excellent 

performance for every user. Our research can support to get 

excellent information from video sequence. 

Key frame extraction is the fundamental step in video 

summarization system. Video includes big combination of 

image frames with sequence. It is difficult to extract accurate 

information from video frame sequence. This paper purposed 

to find key information extraction from video sequence that is 

using diagonal movement block technique. We test video files 

from surveillance video cameras. These are used for security 

system, patient care system, old person care system and so on. 

Our system can extract important key information from video 

sequences. User can use some information key frames by 

instead of long video.  

In this system, Diagonal block base method finds different 

values between two frames. Every frame is divided into nun 

overlap blocks and we compare adjacent blocks with diagonal 

movement method between candidate frame and other 

continuous frames. These blocks have eleven features to 

compare base on these feature. Feature extraction from video 

image is very important role in information extraction 

approach. Our system extracted and considered combination 

of these features to extract key information.  

To detect object images from the frame could be use color 

and texture features to identify regions. E. R. Vimina group 

found out those values were computing from the histograms 

of HSV color space and Gray Level [1]. Marco Loog et. al 

discussed about standard linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 

method by extending as a new technique. Their research 

based on pixel value and considered on medical record 

images dataset [2]. M. Tin et al. discussed diagonal blocks 

detection method to classify weak shots and strong shorts. 

They used three candidate key frames to extract key 

information in weak transition shots [3].  

Key frame Extraction on the histogram difference 

technique and edge matching rate technique give good result 

but these approaches avoid shot segmentation. Kintu group 

tested new method to get frames different values. They 

emphasized histogram difference on color values and edges 

matching rates values base on block. They divided every 

frame as nine block and considered feature on these blocks. 

Their feature extraction is based on all blocks [4]. Zhuang 

et.al discussed key frame extraction base on unsupervised 

cluster technique. They used color features, motion base 

feature and shots based criteria [5]. Their algorithm 

determines the complexity of the sequence in terms of 

changes in the visual content expressed by different frame 

descriptors [6]. Researchers discussed min-max approach to 

extract key information frame shots [7]. K.Pascal et.al used 

virtual attention features such as lighting, camera motion and 

text appearance for their research [8]. Researchers compared 

visual attention features base method and IBM Multimedia 
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Analysis and Retrieval System method to find key frames. 

They used moving objects and moving camera data [9]. This 

research group analyzed base on two methods to reduce 

features dimension. They analyzed principal component 

analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [10]. 

This paper is organized as follows. Proposed methodology 

is presented in section 2. This section brief descript of 

diagonal movement block base method and feature extraction 

methods. Section 3 presented about analysis steps and 

experiment results of our research. The paper is concluded in 

section 4. 

 

2. Proposed Methodology 
 

Key frame is useful to summarize between big video 

sequences. Our block-based method has many capable of 

dealing with noise, illumination variations and dynamic 

backgrounds, while still obtaining smooth contours of 

foreground objects using different foreground detection 

methods. This system can remove the redundant frames and 

select significant key information frames from long video 

sequence. 

 
Figure 1 . Diagonal movement block base 

 

In this system, input video file will convert to continuous 

frame sequences. First frame of sequences can be considered 

as candidate key frame. 

Every frame is divided into combination of 8*8 blocks. 

First block from candidate key frame is compared with 

adjacent blocks of other continuous frames.  The diagonal 

movement technique is used for matching process between 

each block as figure 1. This technique extracts two types of 

frames sequences. These are weak transition frame sequences 

and strong transition frame sequences as weak transition shots 

and strong transition shots. 

Our system chooses threshold value from frame difference 

values and use to define shots. Detect block count depends on 

the frame dimension. When the different value of frame 

dimension x and y is large, the detection amount on blocks is 

more. Frame difference value between candidate frame and 

other continuous frame can be classified as equation 1.  

 

   

  (1) 

 

z=x-y 

cb =feature value on candidate frame 

ob = feature value on other frame 

Diagonal block base technique can easily detect object 

movement and frames differences.  
 

Table 1. Comparison of Total Blocks and Diagonal Blocks 

 
Table 1 show to compare of total blocks on frame 

sequences and diagonal blocks on frame sequences. In ATM 

dataset, it has 6336 total blocks on a frame. Our system 

compares only 1224 diagonal blocks for finding frame 

differences. We can neglect others blocks and comparison 

time will be reduced. Figure 2 shows processing step for key 

information extraction.  

 

    
Figure 2 . Key information extraction steps 

 

Block base method can classify different shots using the 

frames difference values. Every frames sequence is classified 

as strong transition shots and weak transition shots. Three 

candidate keys are extracted from weak transition frame shots. 

They are first candidate key, middle candidate key and last 

candidate key. These three candidate frames are compared to 

find key information from weak shots. 

If the difference value is greater than threshold value, that 

continuous frames are classified as strong transition shot. To 

extract key information frame from strong transition shots, it 

need to calculate. 

 

2.1    Feature extraction  
 

Feature extraction process retrieves the most important 

data as information from the raw data. This system consider 



color feature as color moment mean, color moment standard 

deviation and color moment skewness values. These three 

color moments are considered on color components RGB 

values of each image. Color moment features are very 

compact represent than the other color features. Nine features 

of color moments are used in this system. 

Color moment Mean:  

 

                             (2) 

  

                                                         Color moment standard deviation; 
           

(3) 

 

Color moment skewness: 

 

                          

                    (4) 

 

Pij = value image address i × j 

N = size of block 

 

We consider edges detection feature on blocks. Edge 

detection is used to remove irrelevant information. It gets 

important structural properties of image and can detect 

transition frames. This paper use sobel edge detection. The 

result of the sobel–feldman operator is a 2-dimensional map 

of the gradient at each point. The edge count of a graph, 

sometimes also called the edge numbers. It is the cardinality 

of the edge set. That edge set is known as edge count.  

System calculate histogram difference base on blocks. A 

histogram is a graphical representation of the number of 

pixels in an image. Blocks in an image is transformed to gray 

level images and calculate these block histogram value. These 

value are compared with histogram value from adjacent block 

other continuous frames. Histograms comparison technique 

has two classes of comparison functions: bin-to-bin 

comparison and cross-bin comparison. This paper uses bin-to-

bin comparison technique. Given two blocks, one is from 

candidate key frame and other is adjacent blocks from 

continuous frames, we compute on their histograms. We 

calculate cumulative distribution functions of these two 

blocks histogram.  

 

2.2  Dataset 
Our system test with 4 international research datasets and 2 

own datasets. We test all datasets in same environment and 

CPU. 

 

2.3  Key Information Selection  
 

This paper calculates the different intensity value on 

candidate key frame and other continuous frames. Every 

intensity values are considered on their features. Color 

moment features based on RGB values and considered on 

nine features. Histogram feature and edge detection rate 

features are considered to find different intensity values. 

Block base diagonal movement technique compares feature 

intensity value on block by block. If we get different value, 

can define object transition frame. Research group found out 

unsupervised segmentation of moving and static objects 

occurring in a video. They used new circular dynamic-time 

warping (CDTW) algorithm to match region contours [11]. 

 

3.  Analysis and experimental result 
  

In this experiment, threshold value can consider with two 
difference ways. These two types of threshold values can 
detect transition frames. Our approach uses mean value on 
differences that is more accurately and deeply detect frame 
transition.  

3.1  Results on features 

First, frame difference values are analyzed on their color 

moment features, edges detection rate feature, and histogram 

feature separately. Histogram feature is more accurate and 

exactly detect transformation. It detection rate depends on 

dataset. Some case, color moment features have a few errors, 

when image frame has light changes. We find frames different 

value based on all combination of these eleven features. Our 

system can easily extract transition frame. Finally, system 

classified two types of frames or shots, strong transition frame 

or strong transition shot and weak transition frame or weak 

transition shots. 

 

3.2  Shots defining 

System classifies strong transition shots and weak 

transition shots base on frame difference value. Shot length is 

very important for information extraction steps. Some shots 

have short shot length and not sufficient to get information.  

In a strong transition shots, key frames are selected on 

their frame difference values.  In this process min-max 

algorithm is used to extract key frame. A min-max algorithm 

is a recursive algorithm for choosing the next search. We can 

get key frames as accurate and compact key information for 

that video sequence. We get at least three key frames per 

strong transition shot. System analyzed frames transition rate 

base on their features. By combining of all these features, 

system easily detects accurate and compact information shots. 

Strong transition shots information are showed in Table 2.  

Some shots are neglected as noise shots because their shots 

length short than predefined shots length. These noise shots 

have less than 15 continuous frames. It behalf 0.5 second long 

video. We select key frames as compact and accurate key 

information frames from related video sequence. 

 

3.3  Result 
 

This table shows that diagonal block base method is more 

quickly detect transition frames than total block base method.  

 

 



Table 2. Comparison result of datasets 

 
 

Table 2 presents comparison result of processing time, 

extracted amount of transition frames and total strong 

transition shots to extract key information. Our method can 

classify strong transition shots like all blocks calculate 

method but reduce processing times.  

 
Table 3. Shots information on two methods 

 
 

Strong shot lengths are presented in table 3. Diagonal 

block base method is better than block base method for 

transition frames detection.  

 

 
Figure 3. Key information frames 

 

Figure 3 shows some key information frame from strong 

transition sequences. 

4.  Conclusion 
 

Key frame extraction is essential analysis on large amount 

of video sequences. The main objective is to remove the 

redundant frames and extract key frames information from 

long video sequence. Our system calculates the different 

feature intensity values in each block on candidate key frame 

and other continuous frames. The diagonal movement 

technique is used for pair wise comparison process between 

each block. This technique is easily and quickly detects 

object's transition in frame sequences. Our further research is 

to find objects movement on difference background by using 

their features. 
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